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What is bias?

What is language bias?



A rejection letter for an 
opinion letter on the 
importance of 
multilingualism



A comment for a piece on 
multilingualism



Almost all reviewer 
reports when peer-review 
is single blind

P.S. One of the co-authors is a native speaker in that case.

P.S. I bought online proofing service (200 € - almost half of my scholarship) before submission. 



A Turkish journal 
announced its bilingual 
publication policy to raise 
its IF

"We request authors to write their 

papers in English to be able to 

get more citations" 

One year after the decision: "Changing publication 

language decreased the quality of scientific articles"



Language bias in 
evaluative metrics

Favoring English 
language 

publications

Unsatisfactory 
coverage of 

research evaluation 
tools

Decontextualized
locally relevant 

research for English 
language audiences
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Favoring English

An article on SCIE and SSCI is equal to 20 points
An article on local journals is equal to 4-8 points

Publishing at least three articles in local journals is "obligatory" 

Result: 
High quality research to SCIE, SSCI; rejected low quality ones to local journals
English language articles in local journals

A scholar working in Turkey has to apply HE to get "Doçent" (associate professorship) title



Citation indexes (indices :=))

Self-citations

Citation potentials

Citation manipulations

ESCI as a solution

Local journals and their publication patterns
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Multilingualism and locally 
relevant research
e.g. Turkish judicial system is mostly based on Swiss, German and French legal 
codes

German and French is more important than English in academia
Turkish is important for dissemination of local research 

... but it is expected scholars working on law to publish English language articles 
in "indexed" journals.

Result: Decontextualized locally relevant research that noboby cares
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